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The research will look into the business and financial performance of the Danish energy
company in context of the industry peers and the market forces.
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Project objectives and overall research approach
Energy is taking more and more space in political and social debate revealing
personal preferences and philosophy towards growth, ecology and economy. My personal
interest and main objective will be to find out if investment in renewable energy can bring
truly sustainable profitable results and secure financial performance for the years to come.
In this research report I will attempt to find answers to questions that fall into two main
categories:
1. Business decisions – how Dong Energy manages to find competitive advantage in
the market dominated by much bigger suppliers of electricity and dominated by much
cheaper energy. For that reason I will bring reader’s attention to the main events that
have had an impact on the energy market, in particular on the ‘green energy’. I will
also highlight how Dong Energy enters into strategic alliances that will reflect
company’s prudent attitude in volatile economic times.
2. Financial decisions – how are the business decisions affecting financial performance
and how Dong Energy is willing to find sources of finance to fund the research and
development of the technology that allows building profitable windfarms. I will ask if
revenue improved because of the investment in renewables.
Renewables is the fastest growing energy sector in Europe with 60% increase in renewable
production between 1999 and 2009 (Eurostat, 2012). Energy generated from wind is a real
phenomenon among other renewable sources showing 835% growth of energy production in
the same time frame from 14.2 TWh to 132.8 TWh in 2009.
Dong Energy is a Danish energy generating, distributing, procuring and trading company
with its operations based in Northern Europe. It was established in 2006 through a merger of
six smaller Danish energy companies. Their objective was to create a balanced energy
portfolio and more recently their target became transition to clean energy – mainly wind
energy.
Wind technology became the favourite way of energy generation in Europe and by far
outperformed other methods of creating energy. There are many additional reasons why I
consider this particular sector of great importance:


Long term energetic sustainability – all renewable energy sources are in theory
infinite



Increased energetic stability – by diversifying energy portfolio European countries
become more independent and less vulnerable to energy shortages or price
fluctuations



Renewable energy plants are mostly local investments – that improves the local
economy, bringing jobs to the local market and expanding manufacturing sector



Limiting harmful effects to the environment – not only it reduces amount of CO2
being released to the atmosphere but also improves quality of life
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Low cost of maintaining – renewable energy plants are mostly fuel free (except
waste to energy) and the only cost they will bear is maintenance



According to International Energy Agency, solar power generators may produce
most of the world’s electricity by 2060 (Bloomberg, 2011), indicating that the interest
in renewable energy is not only temporary, but most probably long term major shift in
energy production

The most recent three years that I intend to show are clearly interesting and despite of global
economic difficulties, whereby Dong Energy has strived to deliver the highest quality in
providing technological solutions while keeping their confident position as a renewable
energy innovator on the European market. Some commentators argue that we still
undervalue the role of SME’s in the recovery of global economy (Gold, 2012). SME’s make
between 85% - 99.9% of total businesses in the top 20 global markets and bring more than
three quarters of employment. Once European governments are being forced to cut
spending and banks are required to find more assets to strengthen their balance sheets,
only businesses can offer the economy real boost. Innovation and commercial diversity is
the starting point of the economic recovery in Europe.
During this Research Analysis Project I will follow the working hypothesis as my conceptual
framework in order to move forward with the inquiry. Even if the statement of my expectation
will fail at the end of the research, I will analyse in depth the business and financial
performance of Dong Energy assuming that the company is making the right business and
financial decisions in their transition from fossil based energy production to renewable
energy generation.

Information gathering and accounting/business techniques
In order to be able to assess the financial and business performance of Dong Energy, it
was necessary to gather substantial amount of data not only about the company itself, but
also about the economy, politics, technology and finally about energy sector and peers that
may support findings of my research. I decided to gather secondary data that could in
general be divided into below types:
a) Data relating to an organisation (ownership, history, news release, business
decisions, financial data, etc.).
In this part I managed to collect not only data of the three years that will be the subject of my
analysis, but for even greater accuracy of analysis and ability to draw more convincing
forecast I had to go back in time one further year. The main emphasis of this analysis
however will be three years of the company’s data and older data will only serve as a
support to the research.
b) Data relating to the peers in the energy sector (business and financial performance
over last years).
For the comparative purposes, I have used the main financial indicators and ratios to
highlight the differences between companies similar to Dong Energy. These companies,
Fortum, RWE, Vattenfall and Iberdrola, may be considered to be peers of Dong Energy
despite the fact that they have much higher turnover and although their different objectives
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will serve my purpose well in generating sector benchmarks against which I will be able to
conclude if performance of Dong Energy stays above or below the average of the industry.
c) Data relating to sector legal and political developments and changes.
Porter found that many external factors affecting performance of companies. Recent years
brought several political and legal proposals that changed the outlook of energy sector and
most probably will become one of the milestones in the global transition into renewable
energy generation.
d) Data relating to economic and other changes.
There are many factors responsible for electricity consumption. Among the most important in
the short term will be weather, economic growth, prices of fossil fuels, technology
development, political uncertainties, etc. I will try to focus on the most relevant factors that in
my opinion did influence the performance of the company.

Sources of data
For the purpose of this research I used only secondary data being aware of its
limitations. I found secondary data appropriate and sufficient source of data for this research.
Apart from financial data I took account of all publications that come from reliable sources
(major and national institutes i.e. International Energy Agency, Eurostat, U.S. Energy
Information Administration, OPEC, United Sustainable Energy Agency, World Bank etc.).
There are many advantages of using secondary data that allowed me to discover
relationships between factors that influence energy sector, without which I would not be able
to come up with final conclusions. Main advantages are:


Secondary data is secure, quick and easy to obtain



Wider range of data allows drawing conclusions on ‘bigger picture’

There is also a range of limitations to secondary information:


Secondary data may not meet requirements and needs of the project



Data may not be accurate



Relevant information may be obscured



Information about the sources of data may not be available

Being aware of the limitations above, I created safeguards for the purpose of this research in
order to keep my findings high quality and accurate. In general, newspaper information or
publications that come from unreliable source would not be used in forming conclusions,
where data of major and international institutions would be considered exact and accurate
and would be taken into consideration when forming an opinion. My main concern in using
qualitative data (newspapers, online magazines, publications) was that they may simply
reveal current mood, which may not be accurate in the long term and may simply be biased.
This threat however can be safeguarded by the use of quantitative data (statistics, financial
reports, and other research) that will clearly indicate if the trend can be verified and
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confirmed by numerical findings. Every time when facing problems of subjective influence,
poor validity or low quality data I would test it against other, more reliable sources to validate
the results – mainly in numerical data.
I found no ethical issues when collecting data and preparing the research project. That is
mainly due to the use of secondary data.
My first stage of the analysis project was the analysis of Porter’s PESTEL - that will give the
analysis correct background to my later findings and finally allow me to make forecasts in the
last stage. For that purpose I will use two forecasting techniques: linear regression and time
series analysis. The core of the research will be executed by the use of ratio analysis
(profitability, growth, debt, ROCE, etc.) which will be then put against the performance of the
companies within the industry in order to see if Dong Energy is creating better value than
competitors. There are several inherent limitations of comparing Dong Energy to its peers.
The main one is the size of other companies in relation to the Danish enterprise that is the
subject of this project. Other will be the differences in geographic location, market and
product portfolio.
Finally we have to be aware of the limitations of the accounting and business techniques
used for the purpose of this project. The main problem that will affect the conclusion of this
work is that most changes that took place within 2009-2011 will start bringing lasting effects
in the long-term. I may fail to be able to prove that Dong Energy is significantly better off, as
some of the benefits may only be visible in the long term time frame, following recent
development. For that reason I will interpret some indicators as a sign of new trend. PESTEL
is likely to bring the background of this research to our attention, but for the purpose of this
work will have to only consider the most important events and resolutions. Many of these
legal, political and financial incentives that play key role in growth of renewable energy may
simply be reversed in the near future following unpredictable major event, like for example
availability of new and cheaper source of energy (fusion) or another major economic crisis
as a result of breaking euro currency. There are also limitations of linear regression where
the assumption that the behaviour of historical data will continue into the foreseeable future.
This part will only be speculative as the energy prices are subject to many unstable factors.
Time series analysis makes assumption that past pattern of data such as seasonality may
be used to forecast future trend. Where the main advantage is accuracy and non-linear
forecast, time series analysis brings only one serious and relevant disadvantage that we will
use historical data. Seasonality is unlikely to change in short term energy consumption.
I will investigate the correlation between population and oil prices and use stochastic
oscillator to analyse Nord Pool Energy prices and quarterly revenue results of Dong Energy.

Energy, World, Economy and Politics
The world is facing a number of significant social, political, legal and environmental
challenges. The developing world is also competing in creating more and more innovative
and user friendly technology. In the face of growing population and rapid changes in society,
the energy sector will be exposed to very new factors and it is necessary to be aware of all
the changes that may influence business performance of the energy companies.
Briefly we can summarise and divide all the influencing factors into following categories:
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Economic factors: sovereign debt crisis, rising prices of fossil fuels, CO2 allowances,
nuclear tax, incentives for green energy across Europe



Political factors: European Commission and member states internal policies – EU
20% target for energy generation



Legal factors: European Commission and member states legal resolutions – German
decision to phase out all nuclear power by 2022



Environmental factors: Kyoto obligation towards reduction of Greenhouse gas
emissions



Social factors: increased demand with growing population - likely to reach 8 billion by
2024



Technological factor: recent developments in fusion energy, more efficient wind
turbines

Global economy
On the 15th of September 2008,Lehman Brothers officially became insolvent after a
failed attempt by Barclays to buy the 185 year old investment bank. Lehman’s
announcement created panic on the stock market that resulted in unprecedented volatility
levels. FTSE 100 lost 27.4% within 4 weeks from 5,416.70 to 3,932.06 reaching the level
established at the beginning of 2003 after dot-com bubble.

FTSE 100 and Dow Jones Industrial

Source Google Finance

Lack of confidence in the market made banks reluctant to lend to each other and at this point
governments around the world, fearing the halt in economic growth, decided to step in and
save banking sectors from falling. In the UK alone, financial commitment for the banking
sector reached £1.162 trillion (Curtis, 2011).
It came quickly to the attention of governments of world largest economies that undermined
credit system will affect the economy and major ‘players’ had to put further funds to bring
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more confidence into the market. Immediate result of financial crisis was negative GDP in
almost all European countries and the U.S.
GDP real growth rate between 2007 and 2011
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Many European countries as a result of debt crisis struggled to refinance their government
debt and requested financial help from European Central Bank and International Monetary
Fund. This downgraded government debt in some European such as Greece, Portugal,
Ireland and Italy.
Long-term interest rates of government bonds
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Angela Merkel and European member states agreed to cut deficits to 60% of GDP hoping
that could bring solution for the sovereign debt crisis. At the beginning of 2012, the
government in Netherlands collapsed in a failed attempt to reduce spending.
Financial and sovereign debt crisis slowed down the economy and demand for energy. Oil
prices were affected bringing the price per barrel of crude oil to $38 in December 2008, from
$144 in June the same year.
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These fluctuations however are temporary and its considering cyclical pattern, the market
will soon find the ways to recover and with greater industrial output, there will be even
greater need for energy. Technical analyst may agree with Robert D Edwards (1998, p.21)
and John Magee that, ‘the Bear Market ends when everything in the way of possible bad
news, the worst to be expected, has been discounted, and it is usually over before all the
bad news is ‘out’.’

Oil prices and global energy demand
20th century has started as a very stable century for oil prices. With the exception of
1979 Iranian Revolution, oil prices fluctuated between $3 and $10 (nominal) per barrel.
Since 1970s the politics, governments and financial institutions took over driving that
precious liquid to nearly $150/bbl. Crisis in 2008 seemed to act in favour of the oil users
bringing the price back to $40.
Brent Spot 1861-2008

Source EIA

According to the analysis prepared for United Sustainable Energy Agency there are several
factors that drive oil prices. Nengquan stated in the report prepared for US-China Oil & Gas
Industry Forum (2006, p.18) accurately:
First, the demand increased continuously. The global oil demand had risen 20 times
than those in 1930. Second, oil producing countries have limited ability to expand its
production. The investment in oil industry is obviously deficient. Third, most of the oil
fields are suffering from natural descending of output, but there are few new large
fields ever discovered over the past 30 years. Fourth, the non-Middle East oil fields
are usually difficult to exploit and high in investment cost, thus they are unable to
recover the decrease of production of the old oil field. Fifth, the current OPEC oil
output is approaching to its maximum capability. The spare production capacity had
declined from 6 million barrels per day in the last 10 years to 1 million barrels per day
nowadays.
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OPEC Surplus Crude Oil Production

Source EIA

Since 2006 when the report has been issued for USEA, the surplus of OPEC’s oil reached 4
million per day, mainly due to global economic melt-down, but considering the down trend,
together with predicted consumption increase for non-OECD countries, it is clear that price
of oil is likely to reach again $140 and break above that line in 20 years’ time, assuming that
the economy will recover.

CO2 allowance and other EU incentives
Responding to Kyoto Protocol, European Union decided to set a cap to greenhouse
gas emissions. Since 2005 each country receives a fixed number allowances that will later
be allocated to all installations covered by the system (that is electricity generation and main
energy consuming industries). Surplus of allowances can be sold on European Energy
Exchange.
CO2 market first collapsed in April 2006 after it was revealed that too many allowances had
been allocated. In 2008 prices peaked to nearly €30/t, to later react to credit crunch bringing
prices to €8/t.
9

Spot Price of EU allowances € / tonne Carbon Dioxide

Source European Energy Exchange
At the moment the cost of generating electricity from onshore wind farms per kWh is still
twice more expensive than that generated from coal-fired plant. We can, however, expect
that to change in the near future due to substantial investments and development in that
field. Solar energy subsidies can be perfect example of sudden price fall. An average
domestic solar power installation in the UK in 2010 was £15,000. Only after two years of
feed-in tariffs being in operation cost fell to £8,000 (Harvey, 2012).
Cost of generating electricity

Source Royal Academy of Engineering
According to Royal Academy of Engineering coal and gas fired power stations remains, and
will remain cheaper, assuming £30/t emission cost (current price around £5.5), which is
direct reason why the transition to green energy appears to be reluctant?.

Wind and Fusion Technology
If renewable energy is to be financially attractive, there must be greater support from
governmental bodies or the costs of generating green electricity must be reduced. That can
indirectly come from the global competition. In the US wind turbine price fallen by a third
since 2008 according to Berkeley Lab report (Renewable Energy Focus, 2011) and are
going to fall even more looking for a greater output by turbine scaling. Also, China decided
not to stay behind with their local technological development. Their abundance in coal has
finally been revised and in Mar 2011 Chinese government published 12th Five-Year Plan for
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Economic and Social Development (2011-2016). Plan states (International Energy
Agency/Energy Research Institute, 2011, p.10), ‘modern energy industry in China will be
based on energy conservation, domestic development, diversity and environmental
protection’. China will (IEA/ERI, 2011, p.10) ‘promote diversified clean energy diversity and
other measures to encourage changes in energy production and use’. China have been
assessing wind levels since 1970s, but only in 2007 launched major project of numerical
simulation for onshore and offshore wind levels. At the end of 2008 six land-based gigawattscale wind power bases have been launched as well as offshore base in Jiangsu province
with total capacity of 557 GW (IEA/ERI, 2011).
Currently new 6MWh gearless turbines are being tested by Siemens, which also brings
down maintenance and service cost.
Fusion energy has been on the agenda since 1970’s. It appears to be bringing the same
output of energy as nuclear fission, but with much less radioactive waste, some of which will
be reused to generate power, other like tritium is short-lived with half-life of 12 years
(Institute of Physics, 2008). Within fusion reaction there is also no threat of meltdown, which
is the main danger of all current nuclear reactors. Also fusion fuel is abundant. It uses
isotopes of hydrogen, which is available from sea water. It would pose no opportunity for
terrorists considering the safety of technology. It makes no use of uranium and plutonium,
which also are main elements of nuclear weapon.
Funding for fusion research

Source Institute of Physics

Despite the overwhelming advantages of fusion energy generation, research in that field is
constantly under-supported and first demo power plant is expected to be completed only in
2035. From there it’s only one step to commercial use of fusion.
Nuclear energy lost popularity in 1970’s and 80’s after melt down at Three Mile Island, in
March 1979 and Chernobyl incident in 1986. On the 11 th of March 2011 Fukushima I Nuclear
Power Plant experienced a series of equipment failures, nuclear melt-down and radioactive
release similar to Chernobyl catastrophe. Former Prime Minister Naoto Kan warned that
meltdown at unit 4 would force the evacuation of Tokyo and close half of Japan (World
Economic Forum, 2012).
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As a response to these events Angela Merkel decided to close down all German nuclear
reactors by 2022 (Der Spiegel, 2011). Currently 23% of German economy is powered by
nuclear fusion.
However, not all European countries are so much against nuclear energy. The UK
government in the White Paper (Department of Trade and Industry, 2007) highlighted:
Having reviewed the evidence and information available we believe that the
advantages [of new nuclear power] outweigh the disadvantages and that the
disadvantages can be effectively managed. On this basis, the Government's
preliminary view is that it is in the public interest to give the private sector the option
of investing in new nuclear power stations.
France generates over 78% of their electricity from nuclear power plants and it is unlikely
that, having the cheapest electricity in Europe, its new president will be looking to closing
any of its 59 nuclear reactors. The European trend however since 1988 shows 17% drop in
number of nuclear power stations.

Source International Atomic Energy Agency

Global Population
Growing population and improving standard of life is, and will, create more demand
for energy. In the last 12 years when global population increased by another billion, oil prices
rose dramatically from below $20 in 1999 to nearly $120 in July 2011, which gives 495%
increase in price, and it is estimated that another billion people will inhabit this planet by
2024 (Population Institute, 2011).
World Population and Brent Crude Oil Price between 1986 and 2010
Year
World Population
( Billions)
WTI Spot Price
(Dollars per
Barrel)

1986 1987
5.0
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5.1

5.2
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5.4

5.5

1993 1994
5.6

5.6

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

5.7

5.8

5.9

6.0

6.0

6.1

6.2

6.3

6.4

6.4

6.5

6.6

6.7

6.7

6.8

6.9

15.05 19.2 15.97 19.64 24.53 21.54 20.58 18.43 17.2 18.43 22.12 20.61 14.42 19.34 30.38 25.98 26.18 31.08 41.51 56.64 66.05 72.34 99.67 61.95 79.48

Source EIA & Earth Policy Institute
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There is a positive correlation coefficient of 0.8 between the growing population and increase
in the price of oil, which gives very clear idea where the prices of energy are heading in the
near future.
The revival of the global economy will bring with it a greater need for energy. With the lack of
trust towards nuclear power, and for Europe very realistic reduction of nuclear power plants
as a result of political decision or simply due to planned closure, energy producers will turn
towards renewables.

Short Term Political Forces for Energy Market
European and global energy producers will have to respond to several pressure
points coming from Brussels and local governments. Danish presidency at the European
Parliament have revealed the main focus areas and just after addressing the need for
economic growth and ensuring sound economy, they decided to move their attention to
climate, energy and environment. EU has presented the Energy Efficiency Directive aiming
to reduce energy consumption by 20% by the year 2020. Martin Lidegaard (European
Council, 2012) Minster for Climate, Energy and Building assured ‘Energy efficiency is a
priority for the Danish Presidency because implementing this directive will contribute to a
greener Europe and help to create growth, improve competitiveness and create jobs in
Europe. Investing in energy efficiency is money well spent’.
In Germany, Angela Markel’s plan for taxing nuclear power appeared to be in line with
German constitution and European law. EnBW, the largest energy company in Germany is
calculating to pay over €100 million due to nuclear fuel taxation (EnBW, 2011). Eon reported
in 2011 to pay €2.5bn to the German government under new nuclear-fuel tax (Eon, 2011).
Despite the fact that German tax is aiming only energy produced in Germany, the impact will
be felt across Europe. That will turn nuclear energy production in Germany less profitable
and electricity providers will be willing to take on ‘green’ banner and look for renewable
replacement, having in perspective closure of nuclear stations.
All above factors have greater or smaller effect on energy prices. Demand for energy, as I
have been able to show, is linked to a growing population and the state of the economy.
After the oil peak production of all countries except of non-OPEC &non-FSU, the state of
world’s economy depends on the small group of countries rich in oil and gas. The Fukushima
disaster created a wave of anti-nuclear movements and forced some European states to
revise their use of fission energy. Politics reacted to these movements and growing concern
for climate change is funding new technology development. Would a positive environment
for green energy be enough to make the investment in green energy profitable? Dong
Energy decided to invest substantially in offshore wind farms following the positive wave of
changes in Europe. Later in my research I will look for the business and financial outcomes
and try to identify any medium term trends.

Market position
Dong Energy is relatively small company in comparison with its peers. It is due to the
fact that initially Dong was operating only in Denmark, which has a population of five and a
half million people (World Bank, 2011) – relatively small compared to France or Germany.
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But Dong is becoming internationally established company with significant recent investment
and growth.

Revenue 2011 EUR (million)
RWE
Iberdrola
Vattenfall
Dong
Fortum
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Revenue 2011 EUR (million)
Source Annual Financial Report 2011 of RWE, Iberdrola, Vattenfall, Dong, Fortum

Dong is estimating that around 50% of sales come from Danish market, 23% from the UK
and 14% from Germany in 2011. We can however observe the change of intangible assets
across other countries and see how much the company is moving away from being solely
Danish based company into more international over last three years. Intangible assets and
PPE rose from €9,847 m in 2009 to €13,081 m at the end of 2011, expanding in the UK from
16% to 33% and adding extra 2% to PPE in Norway. Over three years, the Danish share
reduced from 60% to only 44% of the total figure.

Source Dong Energy
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Major business and investment decisions 2009-2011: Greener future?
Before the financial crisis hit the world and European markets, Dong planned to
invest DKK 20 billion (€2,7bn) in years 2009-2011, that decision however was changed and
management set up lower investment levels in the region of DKK15 billion to DKK20bn
annually. In order to verify how much of Dong’s investments go into renewable energy I
estimated value of business transactions and compared those for renewables with other
decisions. It appears about 70% of all transaction value relates to development of wind
energy technology and another 30% towards oil and gas generation .
Business Announcements Timeline
Renewables

2009 Mar

Other

Dong enters into an
agreement with
Siemens for
delivery of 500
turbines
Dong acquires
Severn Group,
power station
construction
company

Mar

Acquisition of WKN
Polska, Polish wind
May
farm construction
company
Dong buys A2SEA,
wind farm
Jun
installation
company
Acquisition of KomStrom, German
energy company
Iberdrola to deliver
1bn m³ of natural
gas to Dong Energy
(10yr agreement)
Dong together with
Total to develop
Laggan-Tormore
gas fields

Sep

2010

Mar

Mar

Jun

Jul

Jul

Siemens becomes
partner in A2SEA
Dong signs contract
with COSCO to
build new Vessel
that could carry 810 turbines at the
time
Dong develops
Norwegian gas field

Estimate
Transaction
Value € m
€

500

€

44

€

6

€

98

€

28

€

577

€

49

€

110

€

148
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Marulk
Oil fields
development of
South Arne

Nov

Dec

2011

Feb

Jun

Jun

Siemens and Dong
testing 6MW
turbines
Wind farm to be
built in Germany
Dong and Scottish
Power to build West
of Duddon Sands
wind farm
Long term
agreement signed
with Blandt
Industries for wind
farm bases
Dong becomes sole
owner of Siri field

Jul
Aug

Dong sells stake in
Nordkraft Vind
Dong acquires UK
Shell Gas Direct

Oct
Oct

Nov

Vestas and Dong
Energy to test new
7MW turbines
Dong buys right to
develop German
offshore wind farm

€

335

€

60

€

1,250

€

942

€

9

€

19

€

35

€

32

€

30

Source Dong Energy

Gross investment during 2009 reached DKK16,696m to drop slightly in 2010 to
DKK15,598m and finally rose to DKK18,355m in 2011. Dong Energy has got five main
business segments: exploration & production, wind (renewables), thermal (generation),
energy markets, and sales & distribution. Again here the main question was how the
percentage of total investment changes for each business segment. Sales & distribution and
the energy market remain at the same level of investment over three years, 5-10% and 3%
respectively. There is nevertheless quite significant change in investment in exploration 18%
to 31% between 2009 and 2011. Wind energy is a winner in this category, taking from 27%
in 2009 to 59% in 2011, which entirely changes the proportions, where in 2009 thermal &
generation had the biggest part of 42%; In 2011 investment was clearly dominated by
renewables.
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Exploration & Production
Wind / Renewables
Thermal / Generation
Energy Markets
Sales & Distribution

2009
18%
27%
42%
3%
10%

2010
26%
41%
25%
3%
6%

2011
31%
59%
4%
2%
4%

Source Dong Energy

Revenue and impact of business decisions
Revenue for exploration & production segment rose from 10.8% to 12% and 14.5% in
2009, 2010 and 2011 respectively. Over last three years wind & renewable power tripled its
financial result. In 2009 Dong reported 2% revenue from renewables and 6% in 2011.
Thermal energy is generated by gas-fired power station as well as bioethanol power
stations. In line with the falling investment in that segment, revenue drops from nearly 18%
in 2009 to just below 15% in 2011. Sales and distribution fell by 4% from 22% in 2009 to
18% in 2011. Energy markets remained stable at the level of 47% of total revenue over three
years.
Nearly half of Dong’s revenue comes from trading energy, mainly on Nord Pool Market. I
discovered that over the last 8 years of revenue typically declines in quarter two and three to
climb up again in quarter four. Once put together with the average of energy prices over last
three years it becomes obvious that Dong Energy revenues depends mainly on these
fluctuations which are connected to the weather and temperature (revenue increases in cold
months).
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Source Dong Energy & Nord Pool Spot

Because of the very specific financial circumstances at the end of 2008, I looked further back
into the past. In 2006, revenue growth is nearly 93%, a year later 17% and the results for
2008 show a 46% increase in sales. 2009 is the first year to show negative in sales figures
(19%). 2010 displayed signs of economic recovery and revenue rose from DKK 49,569m in
2009 to DKK 56,842 in 2011 (15% over three years), but it was still unable to reach the DKK
60bn mark it achieved in 2008. As long as industry average for revenue growth was 11.97%
while Dong 10.83% in 2010, Danish company reported 7% growth in 2011 when industry

Revenue growth 2009-2011
13%
8%
3%
-2%

2009-2010
Dong Energy

2010-2011
Industry Average

Source Dong Energy, Fortum, RWE, Iberdrola, Vattenfall

average shown negative -2% due to deepening debt crisis. Despite of positive outlook on
revenue, Dong Energy is below average with net profit margin 4.9% in 2009 to match its
peers later with 13.7% and 13.5% in years 2010 to 2011 respectively. Significant change in
net profit margin is due to higher demand for energy in 2010, cost reduction programmes,
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phasing out power station unit and reduction in staff numbers as well as expansion in wind
farms and oil fields. However, Fortum with similar revenue was able to keep its net margin in
range of 25% to 36% between 2009 and 2011, showing that Dong is at the bottom of the
industry in 2009, to end up below average in 2011. I estimate that revenue will remain
unchanged for the next two years on the level of DKK 55,000m with improving profit after tax
most likely around DKK 4,500m at the end of 2013.

Source Dong Energy

ROCE is only disappointing in 2009, half of the industry average and only quarter of the best
of its peers. There is however positive side to it, ROCE for the industry declined from 9% to
7.8% in recent three years, when Dong Energy managed to improve its return from 4% to
6.8% over three years.
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The reasons for the exceptionally good 7.7% ratio in 2010 could be steadily rising oil prices
from $70 per barrel at the beginning of the year to $90 at the end of the year. 2011 brought
more uncertainty and resulted in a reduced result across the energy industry as a whole.
Dong outperformed its peers in revenue per employee ratio reporting €1.13m in 2009,
€1.25m in 2010 and €1.32m per employee in 2011 having 5,966 full time employees, mainly
due to very effective energy markets segment providing half of the Dong’s revenue with only
5% of staff.
Dong’s overall income position is showing constant growth that goes in line with expansion
programme. Early decisions to reduce costs quickly brought company back to the positive
results reported before 2009. Performance is still below industry average for net profit
margin and ROCE, so it is unlikely that Dong Energy will become an industry leader any time
soon.

Funding Strategies
In order to finance the transition to greener energy and to meet the targets for
planned growth, Dong has invested more than DKK 50bn over last three years. Retained
earnings increased by only DKK 4,701m mainly due to high pay-out ratio in range between
40% and 60%. In 2009 Danish company issued €2.0bn of medium term Eurobonds and at
the beginning of 2010 it increased its debt programme by €3.0bn to €5.0bn. Dong signed a
5yr revolving credit facility of €750m adding £250m loan from the European Investment
Bank, which partly funding London Array, new offshore windfarm. Hybrid capital issued in
January 2011 raised further €700m with fixed interest rate 7.75%.
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Dong has managed to find strategic partners for almost all offshore projects. On average,
wind farms that will be in commercial operation by 2012 are in 42% owned by the Danish
company with the remaining 58% being in hands of pension funds or other energy
companies. Debt to equity ratio is half of the industry average in 2011 showing very healthy
debt policy. Despite major investments in the wind farms, the company managed to improve
its gearing from 60.1% in 2009 to 40.9% in 2011 mainly due to

better cash inflows from operating activities. Interest cover changed in favour from 2.8 times
in 2009, 5.1 times in 2010 to reach very high level of 28.1 times at the end of 2011. That is
due to management decision to convert a bigger part of loan portfolio to floating rate loans
and falling interest rates. Dong Energy is a leader in the industry in this ratio, with Fortum
having only 10.5 times in 2011.
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Return on equity is the lowest in the industry, from 2.5% in 2009 rising to 8.7% in 2010 to
reach 7.3% in 2011. Average for years 2009, 2010 and 2011 is 13.1%, 12.8% and 10.9%
respectively.
Strategic alliances and prudent approach to investment gave Dong Energy improved
revenue figures and quick decision to close not profitable power plant in 2009 with significant
cost cuts brought EBITDA above results from 2008 DKK13,622m to DKK14,135m in 2010,
an increase of 60% comparing to 2009.

Conclusion: Dong Energy – offshore wind farm developer
At the beginning of the research project I assumed that Dong Energy is making right
business and financial decisions in their ‘transition to greener energy’. The main points that I
have to highlight in Dong’s financial performance are as follows:


Revenue reacted negatively to the credit crisis and changes in fossil fuel prices but
quickly recovered after cost cuts and successful investments in oil fields and wind



Net profit margin improved, but stays below industry average



Improved ROCE still remains below average and only half of the market leader
(Fortum)



Despite debt growing by 15% over last three years, financial gearing stays healthy
giving space for further borrowing



Interest cover from below average in 2009, outperformed competition in 2011

It is impressive how Dong immediately addressed low profit problems after 2009 applying
quick cost cuts, showing strong management skills of those in charge of the company. The
overall outlook is positive and I believe that revenue and profits will grow as forecasted in
this research project. From the financial point of view Dong Energy is creating stable income
and the profits are likely to be as predicted, however cleaner energy didn’t bring profit margin
nor ROCE above the average. My conclusion is that offshore farms brought rather average
success in the last three years.
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Dong Energy has also taken major business decisions in becoming an innovative company
in the field of wind energy and main strategic alliances with A2SEA and Siemens have given
them a competitive advantage allowing expansion in the UK and in the German market.
Investment in the new vessel appears to be correct decision in reducing the cost of building
wind farms. Knowing that Dong Energy decided to keep only 43% of its offshore
developments It would appear that the Danish company is willing to stay in the market as an
offshore developer keeping ‘know how’ as its assets, but they are willing to keep its revenue
portfolio rather unchanged. Considering that wind is one of the most expensive sources of
energy it looks reasonable to keep only small proportion of its income from wind. In my
opinion, the main objective for Dong is to reduce CO2 emission and while wind can easily
facilitate achievement of Dong’s target, management is aware of high cost of wind energy
and is willing to maintain a diversified portfolio.
Dong Energy is transforming the outlook of the European market and influencing wind
technology staying ahead of its peers in this field, but it will not be one of the leading ‘clean
energy’ suppliers until renewables become more attractive to the consumer. Dong Energy
has shown how right business decisions can allow even small companies gain superior and
advantageous position in the market.
In the big picture Dong Energy revealed their strength in navigating in difficult economic
times being able in the same time gain greater market share in temporarily declining market.
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